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 The Mirror   
 Conspiracy 

We are the mirror, as well as the face in it. 
Rumi

WE HUMANS GO TO GREAT 
lengths to identify some special quality or 
unique, exceptional ability which sets us 
apart from all other animals. 
   Indeed, we typically dispense with the 
qualifier other when referring to them, as if 
to avoid acknowledging that we share the 
same kingdom with four-legged elephants, 
two-legged birds, and no-legged dolphins.
   For some time, the distinguishing trait was 
assumed to be our ability to fashion and use 
tools, until it was discovered that numerous 
other species also possessed this skill, 
at least to a rudimentary degree—among 
them, in fact, all of the aforementioned.
   We similarly discarded various other 
candidates (social life, language, etc.),                                                 
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retreating finally to the one quality that still 
appears unique to humans: self-awareness. 
   The current gold standard for detecting 
self-recognition in animals is called  the 
‘mirror test.’ The test is deceptively simple: 
1) Watch how a captive animal behaves 
after being habitually exposed to a mirror. 
(Is the animal curious about its reflection?) 
2) Secretly put a visible mark on its body in 
a place that it can’t otherwise observe. 
(Does it attempt to remove the mark?)
   Numerous animals have passed the mirror 
test, including dolphins, orangutangs and 
chimpanzees, some elephants and birds, and 
recently, even one species of fish… So, do 
we need to move the goalposts once more, 
to preserve our presumed superiority? Or 
could it be that more animals possess self-
awareness than we are comfortable admitting,
considering how poorly we treat them? 



(One thing we can be sure of is that the 
mirror test is rigged: Your dog or cat would 
pass the test easily, for example, if it was 
based on smell rather than on vision.)
   The mirror test has implications not only 
for how we treat animals, but for how we 
treat our own children. As every parent 
discovers, children don’t pass the mirror test 
until they are about 18-24 months of age. 
   For the next 2 to 3 years, however, a child 
will oscillate between seeing the image in 
the mirror as self and reverting to seeing it 
as an odd third-person version of self—an 
awkward period of confusion developmental 
psychologists call the ‘Me-not-Me’ stage.
   Then, at age 4 to 5, a child suddenly grasps 
that the image in the mirror isn’t just the ‘me’ 
that it sees, but also the ‘me’ that everyone 
else sees. They will often respond to this 
unsettling realization by becoming overly 
self-conscious for a time, hiding their faces 
whenever encountering their reflection in a 
mirror. (Your child’s first existential crisis?)
   This suggests to some that self-awareness 
is not a sudden, permanent breakthrough, 
but more of an emergent process, one that 
might lie along a spectrum rather than at a 
single point in evolutionary development.
   The mirror test also appears to have a 
cultural component. Looking at mirrors for 
the first time, children in some non-Western 
cultures can’t pass the test even as late as 
age 6, and adults in some primitive tribes 
even find their reflections terrifying. (This 
discomfort appears to be due to a strong 
cultural identification with the group or 
community, rather than with the individual.) 
   At any rate, all of this suggests a rather 
intriguing possibility: What if the ‘Me-
not-Me’ stage isn’t so much a period of 
confusion as it is a period of engrained, 
habitual, cultural conditioning?… 

   All children have an implicit sense of 
themselves—a sense of I am—from birth, 
even though they won’t have the means to 
express it until later in their development.
   If we are honest with ourselves, when we 
look in the mirror, we rarely see ourselves. 
We see a projection—what we want to see, 
what we fear to see, what we used to see.    
By emphasizing outward appearances and 
superficiality at the expense of authenticity 
and inner self-esteem, our culture may be 
forcing our intimate childhood sense of self 
to retreat into what we conveniently relegate  
to the ‘subconscious’ (a domain, by the way,  

increasingly alien to modern psychology).
   What the mirror test might actually be 
revealing is a fundamental discrepancy 
between how we experience ourselves from 
within—what Buddhists refer to as our 
Original Face—and how we are perceived 
by others as reflected in the mirror, with all 
our progressively accumulated social masks.
   The dualistic ego-mind is essentially a 
survival mechanism. By maintaining a 
separate, limited sense of self, it may seem 
to provide an illusory haven of security, yet 
the very boundaries that create a sense of 
safety can also leave us feeling disconnected, 
cut off from others and our authentic selves, 
and trapped in a mental hall of mirrors.
  Instead of allowing mirrors to dictate our 
sense of identity and degree of well-being, 
perhaps we should let them revert to being 
mere tools, symbolically smashing the image 
and returning to honoring and reflecting in 

our lives more of our authentic, inner being.
  Next time you stop to look in a mirror, 
offer a smile to the person looking back—
a knowing smile, one that acknowledges 
that you are only seeing yourself as the 
world sees you, not as who you truly are. 
It’s a safe bet you’ll get a smile in return. ◾


